Is Alzheimer’s disease an existential fragmentation or an imprisonment of mind?
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**Editorial**

Alzheimer’s disease is multidimensional neurodegeneration affecting the brain cortex and the subcortical centers selectively, inducing a progressive unceasing decline of the mental faculties with an early lack of intuition and strategic thinking and a tremendous loss of professional skills, resulting in marked alteration of the social performance, characterized mostly by profound disability to deal with social demands and expectations. However, the estimation of the social reactions of persons who suffer from Alzheimer’s disease, even at the advanced dramatic stages of the disease, reveals that the feeling and sense of the dignity and the fundamental moral background remain unaltered in general terms, since a substantial number of patients attempt to continue to live a dignified life.

Approaching Alzheimer’s disease from the neuropathological and pathophysiological points of view we enter in a long labyrinth consisted of organelles’ pathology, 5 protein and cellular interactions, 6 dendritic pathology, 7 alterations of protein trafficking, 7 neuroinflammation, 8 vascular dysfunction 9,10 and cerebral hypoperfusion, 11 neurotransmitters’ deficiency, 12 oxidative stress, 13 synaptic pathology, 14,15 apoptosis 16 and a genetic background implicating A-beta peptide, Tau protein, immunity and lipid processing. 17 All those factors contribute in plotting the enigmatic and tragic clinical profile and social course of patients who suffer from Alzheimer’s disease.

From the Neurophilosophical point of view is essential to attempt to approach the real existence of the patient who suffers from Alzheimer’s disease, endeavoring to understand his or her unique inner essence, as a human being with all the existential and ethical dimensions, the functional boundaries and the eventual complexities of the bio-socio-psychological profile of the disease. Definitely, the serious decline of the cognition is the most severe type of existential enclosing, since thinking should be considered as an essential existential property of the human being, who as a rule, “includes his thoughts in his life.”

In addition, the memory loss of the suffering person and the difficulty in creating harmonious and effective interactions and dialogue with the society increases the social and the emotional isolation of the Self. Particularly, the serious memory decline slackens off the links across time that may maintain the sense of existential coherence across time and causes considerable limitation of the ability of the suffering persons to be functioning in personal and public life, narrowing down their psychosocial dimensions of activity in concrete situations and perspectives considerably.

The expression of the being in the society is mostly related to the inner power of the soul, 17 the culture of the individual, the proper time, the social interactions, 18 the historical and cultural situations and mainly the integrity of the mental faculties, which are depended upon the brain’s function. 17 Although the morphological and functional alterations of the dendrites, the dendritic spines and the synapses may interpret the somber phenomenology of the dementia and throw some light in the social drama of the cognitive decline of the patients who suffer from profound intellectual disabilities, however they can’t give a reasonable and philosophically acceptable answer in the fundamental problem of the condition of the human hypostasis in dementia.

It is obvious that the memory loss in dementia and the spatial-temporal alterations detach the self from the past and isolate it in the very limited time of the short temporality, without further perspectives for the future. On the other hand, neuropsychological evidence demonstrates that demented persons, lacking access to autobiographic and episodic memory, can preserve the personality knowledge and retain their personal physical and spiritual identity, which may be available and still functional in lack of memory, despite the fact that person’s social identity is maintained principally by the links which join that person’s former social state with his present one.

Personal identity may be based on subjective concept of the body, as physical existence, as well as on the memories and the character of the ethical worth and values of the interior life of each individual, which determine and control the right decisions and the harmonious behavior through his or her encounter with others.

An important issue in dementia is the quality of the interior life, consisted of the harmony, the peace, the interior freedom and the integrity of the moral principles of the amnesiac person. It is well known that the interior life is mostly approachable and understandable by the verbal, artistic and social behaviour and the multiple interactions of the individual with the social environment. Therefore, the criteria of the character and the quality of the interior life are mainly based on the phenomena and not on the existential dimensions and the genuine existential substrate of the self.

We have the feeling that the human being, who is not submerged in the mass or oppressed by social adversities could be able to cultivate virtues and aims peacefully, even in condition of severe memory impairment, whenever intentionality is not required. The being of the patients is the real existential entity, expressing the ontological truth, which is an absolute and unaltered eternal value.

Nevertheless, the frequent depression at the initial stage of Alzheimer’s disease may lead to an imprisonment of mind and cause the manifestation of psychopathological symptoms, suggesting that the unfortunate human being may be suffering from a serious psychopathological condition which may/demonstrate an imprisonment of mind. In the condition of dementia a reasonable and philosophically acceptable answer in the fundamental problem of the condition of the human hypostasis in dementia is difficult to provide, due to the fact that this condition is associated with the severest type of existential enclosing, which is maintained by the interrelatedness of the past and the present, the present and the future, the interior and the exterior, the perceived and the unperceived, the conscious and the unconscious, the known and the unknown, the first and the last, the immediate and the distant, the self and the non-self.

Despite the frequent depression at the initial stage of the dementia, we have to admit that the human being is a unique and unique being, who, as a rule, “includes his thoughts in his life” and can be defined as an important existential entity, expressing the ontological truth. Consequently, the human being is both a unique being and a unique entity, expressing the ontological truth, as both a unique being and a unique entity, expressing the ontological truth.
Alzheimer’s disease may reflect the grief for the ongoing dysfunction, the loss of skills, the loss of perspectives, the lack of the capacity for self organization and the fear of the eventual social and emotional isolation, which is a painful feeling associated frequently with the physical weakness and inability. That insight of the ongoing mental tragedy is a strong evidence of an active interior life, even at the advanced stages of the disease. At the same time, the concept of the good and evil as well as the dignity of the personhood are unaffected evidently by the loss of memory and the impairment of learning. The moral aspect of the life remains still unchanged in the majority of the cases, in spite of the decline of the mental faculties.

The social isolation is a serious traumatic factor, accelerating the mental and psychological deterioration of the demented people, given that emotional support and compassion are substantial sources of human wellbeing. Patients, who are admitted in institutions for elderly people or nursing homes, feel isolated totally, with their own mental shape and separate existence, living in a lamentable condition of emotional starvation, far from their children, relatives and friends, declining soon to a stage of institutionalization, without any meaning, fulfillment or rational motivation.

Some of the patients, who can express themselves by painting, even by very simple drawings and self-portraits, a fact which is evocative of the existing sense of self body and self identity, can exteriorize their inner sorrowful life and their response to unpleasant factors of their endless stagnation. It is reasonable, that the patients’ insight of the mental and existential tragedy is a considerable evidence of the still existing active interior life.

By treating hundreds of demented patients in a period of more than thirty years we have the feeling that a phenomenological approach of dementia is not sufficient for a deeper understanding of the Self in dementia and for an authentic estimation of the quality of the interior life of the patients. We have noticed that in a substantial number of patients their religious or spiritual beliefs, which influence the quality of their interior life, remain unchanged until the very advanced stages of the disease.

Patients suffered from advanced dementia have serious difficulty in their meaningful communication and dialogue with other people, but they retain their ability to pray, to keep their metaphysical perspectives and to show the beauty of their soul by their meaningful face expression.

We would have thought that the ethical being may remain unaffected by the debilitating process of dementia and only the social being based on the experience, the education, the skills and the confrontation of the problems in a social context carries the signs of the mental decline. Also we do not know how the sense of the psychosomatic unity in seriously demented patients is. Apart from Cartesian dualism, claiming a split between mind and body, neurophilosophy pleads in favor of the harmonious psychosomatic unity as a substantial existential property. The way that the demented patients perceive their own body might reflect the way they relate to their own existence.

We strongly believe that the quality of life is based primarily on the interior life, which even in dementia may retain the innerpeace, the personhood’s dignity and the principal moral and spiritual values.
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